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Abstract: The Deepfake attacks are common these days. It is hard to detect the faces of users are real or fake. Deepfake is mainly
used in different fields as having positive points regarding virtual presence of any user but this also has drawback which leads to
misuse of the replacing the user’s facial data with someone else facial data. These changing of user’s original identity to fake
identity is done by the deepfake attackers who replace its own identity or human imposters to hide the originality of the user.
These attacked images or videos need to be detected. There are various face detectors among which few detect the real or fake
deepfake images or videos. There is procedure also which used for authentication purpose such as visual speaker authentication.
Also, convolutional neural network is used for facial feature extraction purpose and recurrent neural network is used for
detecting the video is manipulated or not.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Deep Learning is the successive representation of layers in which the number of layers contribute to the model of data is the depth
of the model. This approach is also known as hierarchical representation learning or layered representation learning. This name is
suggested because of its number of layers into the model. As compared to machine learning, deep learning is easier to solve the
problem because it’s automating. This was difficult task in machine learning.
Deep learning is used in many fields where one of technology is used for creating deepfake images and videos. Deepfake is the
technology consisting of combination of deep learning and fake identity. [18] Deepfake is used for creating fake identity of videos.
It is used in education sector, as delivering innovative lessons; in arts field, it is used for creation of scenarios like any artist who is
no more living can be present by virtual mode using deepfake. Mainly it can be used for creating the virtual appearance of the any
person or thing. Likewise, it also has some drawbacks like for blackmailing purpose, fraud, politics like a politician’s speech can be
replaced with false information which he/she has never spoken just to spread false awareness among the people. This leads to failure
of trust among people which the politician has made. These are nothing but deepfake attacks. The images and videos are
manipulated mainly for nefarious purpose. To detect such kind of deepfake attack, it is very important to detect these images or
videos which are not real. There are different algorithms used for creating and detecting the deepfake generated images and videos.
For generation of fake images and videos, generative adversarial network is used. GAN is used for swapping of images. This used
for manipulating the videos and images which are never real. This is not known to the original user that his/her image or video are
transformed to another which looks exactly like original one.
To prevent attacks, visual speaker authentication approach is used. It is used to authenticate the user information which is already
stored prior to testing. These user data is trained by storing the user data into database. This data is stored prior as like for
biometric[2] we store the data for a person prior and then while authentication any of the biometric features are used such as face,
finger, iris, palm, and any behavioral features recognition are considered.[3][7] So here VSA is used to extract the lip movement of
user by considering each letter that the user has spoken. Lets consider, if user is speaking some vowels such as ‘a,e,i,o,u’, the system
will store each letter spoken by user into database. The data spoken by user are accepted in the form of frames. Each letter spoken
by user is stored accordingly. It is retrieved in the form of text format.[1] The VSA is used while showing the data stored by the user
or registered by the user matches with the input video/image or not. It will authenticate on bases of the data stored. This is done by
extracting the facial features considering lip movement of the user. Lip movements are stored as data of user for capturing the
unique features of the user which discriminates from other users observing the video or image are fake or real.
The VSA approach can also be based on joint spatiotemporal sparse coding and hierarchical pooling. Here, the lip sequence is
divided into series of subsequences with the temporal dimension [4]. With this each subsequence is measured as a spatiotemporal
cube. This cube is later partitioned into multiple densely overlying 3D spatiotemporal cells. Sparse coding is used to describe these
cell contents, which bring about in a 3D SC matrix which is generated for each subsequence. To get the final feature for the
sequence, Max-pooling with a preset hierarchical structure is performed on the 3D SC matrix, and a set of features which
corresponds to the sequences having the whole lip sequence is representation.[4]
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II. RELATED WORK
Deep Learning is used in applications specially for image recognition and self-driving vehicles. Deep learning involves highly
sophisticated models that can find patterns of huge data.[20] Deep Learning has different models such as Multilayer Perceptron’s
(MLPs), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), Long Short-Term Memory networks
(LSTMs) and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), are developed to train neural network which makes classification and
prediction easy.

Fig. 1 Basic Structure of Deep Learning [20]
The Fig 1. shows the basic structure of Deep Learning. The Fig 1 (a) shows the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), consisting of input
layer, hidden layer and output layer. The input cell is feed forward to hidden cell which are then activated following to further cells,
later transmitted to output cells. Error detected in between other layers are then adjusted by internal weights between each layer.
MLP is accurate in terms of healthcare applications.
The Fig. 1 (b) shows the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), [1][18][20] which is used to find something from the messy data. It
is the correlation of high level extracted features and adjacent data blocks with the use of convolutional and pooling operations. It
extracts features with minimum parameters and computation time [15][16].
The Fig. 1 (c) shows the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), [1][20] which tracks the data such as memory cells. Each cell consists
of information from upper layer and information from other channels. The neuron is furnished with feedback loop which provides
the output and acts the input for next steps. [15] RNN are used to predict the information and restore the missing data.
The Fig 1 (d) shows Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), [20] consists of extension of RNN. A memory cell is well defined and it is
actively in control unit state.[15] LSTM outperforms RNN when dealing with the features of data for a long dependency over time.
The Fig 1 (e) shows Generative Adversarial Network (GAN), [20][12] which contains a generator and discriminator where
generator is used to create the new image from the input layer and discriminator decides whether the data received is real input data
or generated from generator. Here discriminator has multiple hidden layers, but it has 2 areas for input and output, 1 for real image
and 0 for fake. Fake images are returned to the algorithm through backpropagation. This continues till new image is not created.[15]
According to [15], LSTM and CNN are used for detecting the deepfake videos or images. CNN is used for frame feature extraction
and LSTM for temporal sequence analysis. An input frames is provided in sequence to the system where set of features are obtained
with the help of CNN. The multiple consecutive frames of multiple features are then concatenated which are later pass-through
LSTM for analysis. This analysis shows whether the video or image is manipulated or not.
It is necessary to identify the user information by its unique features to prevent the deepfake attacks. So [10], shows the speaker
identification by person’s lip-reading habits. Here, the visual features of person are extracted with the help of Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) and mixtures of gaussian. It extracts the features of user from an image sequence of talking habit which consist of shape
parameters having describing of lip boundary and intensity parameters. It converts images to grey level images of mouth area.
Extracted features are both dependent speech as well as speaker information. It finds the probabilistic characteristics of the features
extracted. It is used for user speaker classification method for handcrafted features.
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Visual speaker authentication is an approach used for authenticating the deepfake attacks. [1][9] This system works by storing the
user’s data prior into the database while doing the registration of the user same as the procedure in biometric devices used in
government and private sectors. In prior, the data is registered and stored, later while accessing data this authentication verifies
whether the person is real or fake to access the data. Likewise, the VSA approach is used for authentication purpose. The main work
is, an approach is introduced for having four folds, first, it extracts the information which has talking habits of user; it consists of
high-level lip feature which has high discriminative power to protect it from human imposters.[8]

Fig 2: Comparison of current Deepfake datasets [17]
As per [17], the Fig 2, shows the comparison of current datasets used in [17]. Both the axis shows the log scale of deepfake
detection challenge[11] is over an order of magnitude bigger than any other dataset which is represented in the form of x and y axis
having number of frames on x axis and number of videos on y axis. Rough outlines of dataset generation are shown where circles
size represents visualization of number of fake identities in that particular dataset.[5]
The first and second generation videos do not generalize to real deepfake videos and also do not contain enough identities which
shows the sufficient detection generalization. Whereas, in third generation most recent deepfake datasets, DeeperForensics-1.0 and
the DFDC Dataset, contain tens of thousands of videos and tens of millions of frames. These datasets are trained and tested to get
the results in efficient manner.

Fig 3. A visual speaker authentication system under the random password scenario.[1]
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The Fig 3. shows the Visual Speaker Authentication (VSA) flowchart sharing the random password to the user while the id of user
is claimed to the VSA system. This authentication system [6][19] will randomly create the password as a prompt text and the system
will only accept if the text provided by system is valid and correctly pronounced by the user. With this prompt text the user’s
liveliness can be ensured as the attackers or the imposters cannot attack the original content of the user when the user’s data is
prerecorded. The deepfake attacks are increasing behalf of having VSA approach. The imposters can swap the face [7][14] on the
spot and speak the random text without knowing the system that they are the imposters. For this, new deep learning based VSA is
used to capture the unique talking habit of the users.

Fig 4. The overall architecture of authentication system [1]
The Fig 4. shows the overall architecture of authentication system proposed by [1]. The information of user is stored and words are
isolated based on Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [13] output. The user authentication is performed at the word level
in order to reduce the word variations resulting by the pronouncing various kind of contents. After word segmentation, Speaker
Authentication network based on Dynamic Talking Habit (SA-DTH) was introduced which tests whether the lip sequences relate to
the contents of the users’ information about pronouncing the specific words. After word level, the lip sequence of user is analyzed
giving authentication results. The end result shows how much number of the data i.e., word segments match with the data of the
original user. The SA-DTH [1] is the main component of authentication system that can fight the deepfake attacks. In SA-DTH
network structure, it consists of two parts, Fundamental lip Feature Extraction (FFE), which aims to focus on lip motion
characteristics, it influence the static and dynamic lip shape considering its appearance, texture, size and pattern; second is
Representative lip feature extraction and Classification subnet (RC-Net), which aims to extract lip features having high-level
representation where it is looks over its authentication of the user. It not only authenticates the user’s lip features but also looks over
the representation on the user’s talking habit.
III.
CONCLUSION
The survey on deep learning and deepfake attacks shows the methods that are involved to check deepfake attacks. The brief
description about the deep learning introduces the models which can help in different ways for detecting the facial features of the
users. Also, it gives an overview of the extraction of the features which relates to deepfake attacks. Some of the procedures and
methods are described to detect the deepfake attacks. The prevention measures and approaches which will help to find out the real
and fake manipulated images and videos. This is a challenging task to detect the images are real or fake as more the accuracy of
models is proposed, the more imposters and attackers find way to match the originality of the video to create the fraud appearances.
As per review, this can be managed only if the videos or images are compared with unique talking habits of user with sufficient
amount of data of user, because a large database is required for capturing the user’s identity which makes him/her different from
other users, imposters, or attackers.
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